Nine Standards Rigg
Kirkby Stephen

11.2 miles (18.0 km)

Time: 5:45

An invigorating climb to the Nine Standards –
mysterious stone cairns that dominate the skyline
above the Eden valley.
OS Map: OL 19.
From Kirkby Stephen Station, take the Railway Walk down
the Halfpenny House, turning right along the road towards
Wharton Hall. Take a stile on the left to cross the river (1) and
head up into Nateby.
At the road junction in the village opposite the Black Bull pub
take the Keld Rd marked Swaledale, Reeth. Follow the
road, across a cattle gird to the outskirts of the village (2).
Continue up the road for ¾ mile, following a trod in the broad
grass verge on the left. Eventually, where a farm
access road cuts left towards Lockthwaite, there's a
double fingerpost. Ignore the pointer for Kirkby
Stephen & Hartley, but follow the other to a gate
ahead on the left for Ladthwaite (3). Through this,
follow the fencing on the right until it drops away,
then continue straight ahead ENE, still climbing
gently. Eventually begin to drop to the right, parallel
to the wall below to cross to the right of the head of a
stream bed, picking up some marker posts leading
towards a group of trees and Ladthwaite Farm. Just
before the wall corner, pass through a stile on the
right, then another ahead to go on to an enclosed
track to the right of the farm buildings. Cross the
beck and go left to join the farm access road (4).
An alternative route from the outskirts of Nateby is
to take a footpath on the left for Lockthwaite, up
through a gate and across several fields alongside
a wall, crossing from the left to the right, eventually
reaching a gate on to the farm. Turn sharp right to
leave the farm, veering left around the outside to
head north-east. Go through a gate in the wall above on the
right and cross the hill, north east. Drop to cross a stile and on
alongside Ladthwaite Beck on the left, veering right beneath
the steep slopes of Birkett Hill and across a field to
Ladthwaite Farm.
Follow the tarmac farm road out north, signed Nine
Standards or Hartley. Pass through a gate to the top of
Quarry Rd (Birkett Lane) and turn right on the track marked
Public Bridleway, Rollinson Haggs (5). Now follow the
clear track climbing on to Hartley Fell, following the wall on
your right.
Beyond a barn ruin on Reigill, the track follows the wall as it
bends sharp right. 200 metres ahead a finger post points off
to the left, marked Permissive path, Coast to Coast walk
and Direct route to Nine Standards (6). Take this. The path
rises alongside Faraday Gill. There are some boggy bits, but
generally the going is pretty good (and its use is helping to
restore the eroded path at Rollinson Haggs). The cairns at
Nine Standards come in and out of view, but you're quickly
climbing alongside them (7).
Little is known about the origin of these cairns. There are
references dating back to the 17th century of nine marker
stones, but the cairns themselves are thought to go back no
further than the late eighteenth century.

Ascent: 720m

Strenuous

The trig point is 500 metres along the ridge to the south (8),
passing a view point and viewfinder (put up by Fell Rescue).
There are great views, especially south-west across
Mallerstang with Wild Boar Fell beyond. (The Coast to Coast
path continues south-east towards Keld.)
Return the same way to the top of Birkett Lane (5).
Continue north down the lane, passing Fell House and
eventually Hartley Quarry on the left. Turn left along the
former railway trackbed (9) to cross over the viaducts down
to Stenkrith Bridge. Leave Stenkrith Park, cut back over the
road, and take the track on the right to Wharton (10),
alongside the River Eden, turning left at the top to pass
Halfpenny House and back up to the station.

Optional route from Kirkby Stephen
If you're starting the walk from the town, the best route to
Ladthwaite is to follow Ladthwaite Beck via Ewebank Scar,
returning via Hartley.
From the town centre market square head down by the
Cloisters to cross the River Eden at Frank's Bridge. Follow
the river as it curves right for Pod Gill, crossing a footbridge
over Podgill Beck. Beyond the trees cross a stile on the left
and head diagonally across the field to the southern corner
and cross the former railway trackbed on a bridge. Continue
with the wall on the left to cross a stile into an enclosed way.
Beyond another stile watch for a stile on the left, then another
to enter Ewbank Scar Wood.
Go straight ahead, down some stone steps to bear right,
following marker posts through the woods parallel to the
beck on the right. The path begins to climb opposite the
limestone escarpment of Ewbank Scar. At the top cross a
footbridge and stile, then bear left through a gate, climbing
east above the woods. Eventually drop again, over a stile to
rejoin the beck, veering right beneath the steep slopes of
Birkett Hill, over another stile to cross a field to Ladthwaite
Farm.
On the return, continue past Hartley Quarry, down the narrow
lane into Hartley, and out west on a track for Kirkby Stephen,
returning across Frank's Bridge.
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